
Eternal 
 
"The humans are funny creatures. Do you not think so, dear Wolf?" 
 
Lamb watched from the shadows as a man walked through the crowded streets of Ionia. The merchants 
lined the plaza, selling various masks and ammenities for the upcoming festival. One man was cloaked 
and clearly attempting to blend into the commotion. He appeared to be headed for the 
accommodations of a Demacian diplomat who was attending the festivities as a showing of good nature.  
 
"Greedy. Grotesque. I could find many other words to describe them, little Lamb," scoffed Wolf. "Why 
are you watching that one? We cannot affect this realm. His actions only feed our hunt." 
 
"Because..." teased Lamb, "He is interesting." Lamb continued to watch the man sneak into the 
residence. The opulent home was highly guarded but the man made no effort to sneak past the patrols. 
Instead, he eliminated the guards one by one so elegantly it was almost an art form. At last he had 
reached the room of the diplomat and as quickly as he had entered, a bullet had entered the body of the 
diplomat, ending his life. The killer rejoiced at his work. The corpse had begun to shift and contort 
gradually until the bones erupted from the body, resembling a small tree with crimson adornments.  
 
The man then reached inside his cloak for a small patch of cloth with the Noxian sigil on it. No one would 
know of his deeds. It would seem as though the Noxians had discovered the diplomat traveling and 
staged an assassination. Lamb could sense the man's misery. When he was ready, the man snagged the 
piece of cloth on the diplomat's sword and fled the scene.  
 
"I am getting hungry Lamb," Wolf said, appearing to be salivating. "Fresh souls have entered our 
domain. We must return so I may hunt them!"  
 
"Indeed," the Lamb agreed. "What are you Khada Jhin...?" 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
"Demacian souls are always so noble..." snarked Wolf, "I wanted a hunt!" They were back in the domain 
of the Kindred, the plane of death. Here, forests stretched on endlessly.  
 
"Soon dear Wolf. The humans are always warring with one another. You will have your fill." Lamb was 
still focused on Jhin's latest performance. He was a hunter, tried and true, but there was something 
special about him. Something dark and evil, yet at the same time bright and beautiful. "I have many 
questions when Jhin arrives in our plane." 
 
"They all come here one way or another. I shall enjoy feasting upon his life! His magic holds no place 
here." 
 
"But Wolf," Lamb said, "Then who would send us new souls? The Celestials are always manipulating the 
mortals and aiding in their conflicts." 
 
"That meddling Bard is always trying to keep peace... One day I will pop that balloon..." Wolf was almost 



growling more than normal.  
 
"We are the Kindred," Lamb stated, "We are death. They are the creators of life. But the mortals are the 
ones who ultimately determine how long the life exists before we come to greet it. What if this man is 
the balance? The one who exists to cull the humans in a plane that we cannot. The counter to the 
Celestials efforts."  
 
"Hahaha! Little Lamb has taken too many trips to The Glade." Wolf was amused by Lamb's comments. 
"If this man truly is more than meets the eye, then we shall see at his judging." 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Many years passed and Jhin continued his performances. The council members that controlled Jhin had 
long since passed and the Golden Demon lived out his days disguised as an old playwright. He had no 
more need for his mask and Whisper, for the quill was now his greatest weapon. Each of his works were 
actual accountings of his murderous acts but the people of Ionia loved them and even people from far 
off lands came to see these spectacles. The people would become so enamored with these shows that 
many even tried to repeat the murders for years to come. After his most recent sold out show, Jhin 
retired to his room for the night. 
 
The next thing he knew, he awoke in what he believed to be an ancient forest. He was standing in the 
middle of a clearing and across from him was a large boulder. Suddenly a being appeared from behind it. 
 
"Hahaha finally shiny Jhin-thing has come to see us! Look little Lamb!" Wolf bellowed at another figure 
who had been sitting on top of the rock.  
 
"We finally meet face to face Khada Jhin," Lamb began. "We are the Kindred. We have been observing 
your deeds for a long time. You are a most intriguing soul." 
 
Jhin started smirking. "I've seen this play many times now dear. Let's get this over with." 
 
"Then allow me to decide your ending Jhin..." Lamb drew her bow and ignited an arrow in an eerie 
blueish light. She aimed it straight and Jhin and fired. Suddenly Jhin's body was engulfed in this blue 
flame. When the flames finally died down, Jhin's body was still there albeit forever changed.  
 
"Rise Jhin... You have passed..." 
 
Jhin stuggled to stand up. He could still feel the fires consuming him, however as he looked down at 
himself, he realized he wasn't burned at all. In fact, he felt as if his youth had returned. "What have you 
done to me...," he asked, for once he was in utter disbelief. 
 
"We still have a need of you Jhin, for your soul is that of a hunter," explained Lamb, "One of the greatest 
we've seen in this age. If the flames had not deemed your soul worthy, we would not be having this 
conversation. Would you like to join the eternal hunt? In time, you might even give Wolf a challenge to 
keep up with." 
 
"Hahaha..." scoffed Wolf. "Not likely, little Lamb." 



 
Jhin started laughing himself. To think, he would be honored to serve as a reaper. "Well, I guess the 
show never ends..." 
 


